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ABSTRACT
How domestication bottlenecks and artificial selection shaped the amount and distribution of genetic

variation in the genomes of modern crops is poorly understood. We analyzed diversity at 462 simple sequence
repeats (SSRs) or microsatellites spread throughout the maize genome and compared the diversity observed
at these SSRs in maize to that observed in its wild progenitor, teosinte. The results reveal a modest genome-
wide deficit of diversity in maize relative to teosinte. The relative deficit of diversity is less for SSRs with
dinucleotide repeat motifs than for SSRs with repeat motifs of more than two nucleotides, suggesting that
the former with their higher mutation rate have partially recovered from the domestication bottleneck. We
analyzed the relationship between SSR diversity and proximity to QTL for domestication traits and observed
no relationship between these factors. However, we did observe a weak, although significant, spatial correlation
for diversity statistics among SSRs within 2 cM of one another, suggesting that SSR diversity is weakly
patterned across the genome. Twenty-four of 462 SSRs (5%) show some evidence of positive selection in
maize under multiple tests. Overall, the pattern of genetic diversity at maize SSRs can be explained largely
by a bottleneck effect with a smaller effect from selection.

BETWEEN 5000 and 10,000 years ago, humans do- tion, and artificially high diversity at genes under diversi-
fying selection.mesticated virtually all major crop species used by

modern agricultural societies (Smith 2001). This feat These two processes—selection targeted on agronomic
genes and drift due to the domestication bottleneckwas accomplished through artificial selection for traits

that improved agronomic qualities. As a result of this affecting the entire genome—are the principal factors
that influence the amount and distribution of geneticprocess, favorable alleles at loci controlling agronomic

traits were brought to fixation in the population during variation in crop genomes as compared to their wild
the domestication period. After the initial domestica- progenitors. Studies on isozymes and gene sequences
tion, the continued practice of selective breeding al- revealed a general reduction of genetic variation in
lowed additional favorable alleles to sweep through the crops as a result of the domestication bottleneck (Doe-
crop species, while diversifying selection in response bley et al. 1984; Eyre-Walker et al. 1998; Hilton and
to the different environments encountered during the Gaut 1998); however, these exploratory studies in-
geographic expansion of the crop caused regional fixa- volved relatively few loci and thus the generality of their
tion of distinct favorable alleles. As a consequence of results needs confirmation. Our knowledge of the im-
this complex history of selection, only a limited portion pact of selection on diversity in crops is more restricted
of the population contributed to each subsequent gen- since very few agronomic genes have been identified and
eration. Some anticipated consequences are a genome- characterized for their level of genetic diversity (Wang et
wide loss of diversity at unselected genes because of the al. 1999; Whitt et al. 2002; Tenaillon et al. 2004). Thus,
genetic bottleneck effect, a severe reduction in diversity our present picture of how drift and selection have
at genes under directional selection during domestica- sculpted the diversity landscape of crop genomes is frag-

mentary.
To begin to better define genetic diversity in the maize
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during domestication is predicted to cause a reduction inssp. huehuetenangensis, ssp. mexicana, and ssp. parvig-
diversity in the surrounding region of the genome. The sever-lumis), using 462 SSRs. The phylogenetic relationships
ity of this reduction at an SSR will be a function of genetic

of these taxa are well known (Doebley 1990; Buckler distance (r measured in centimorgans) from the QTL and of
and Holtsford 1996) and ssp. parviglumis has been the strength of selection (s). The latter is unknown but it is

reasonable to consider the effect of the QTL as proportionalshown to be the progenitor of maize (Wang et al. 1999;
to s ; i.e., QTL of large effect were under stronger selectionMatsuoka et al. 2002b). Because of this well-character-
than those of modest effect. We used the proportion of theized phylogeny, maize and annual teosinte provide a
variance (V ) explained by the individual QTL in the QTL

good model for the analysis of the genetic consequences mapping populations as a measure of QTL effect. Thus, for
of domestication. The goals of this study are (1) to each position (SSR) along a chromosome, we calculated the

overall QTL effect (QE) as the sum of V ’s for the n individualprovide a general picture of genetic diversity for SSRs
QTL as a function (f ) of their distance in centimorgans (r)in maize and teosinte, (2) to determine if there is hetero-
from the position in question:geneity in diversity among genomic regions, (3) to mea-

sure the relative impact of selection vs. drift on the QE � �
n

i�1

Vi � f(r i) .
observed pattern of diversity, and (4) to assess the de-
gree to which mutation has allowed SSRs to recover The relationship between s, r, and diversity statistics (�allele,
diversity lost from the effects of domestication. �GD, or Fst) is complicated and there is no known function

to describe it. Therefore, we took an ad hoc approach. Two
different functions (f ) were investigated: a linear monotonic
decrease f(r) � 50 � r and an exponential decrease f(r) �MATERIALS AND METHODS
e��r. For the latter, we used two different values (1 and 5) for

Plant materials: We sampled individual maize plants from �. The QTL effect is almost zero for � � 1 after 10 cM and
a set of 45 landraces covering the entire pre-Columbian range for � � 5 after 2 cM. For each particular function, if r � 50
of maize. We also sampled 45 annual teosinte plants represent- cM, the QTL effect was considered to be zero. Spearman
ing three wild taxa: Z. mays ssp. huehuetenangensis (1 plant), correlation coefficients between QE and diversity statistics
ssp. mexicana (23 plants) and ssp. parviglumis (21 plants). Pass- (�allele, �GD, or Fst) over all SSRs were calculated. Only SSRs
port data for the plants are available at www.genetics.org/ placed on the IBM v3 map were tested (www.maizgdb.org).
supplemental (Table S1). Spatial analysis: To investigate spatial correlation for the

SSRs: We used 462 SSRs, representing a variety of repeat diversity statistics, we calculated the semivariance of Fst, �allele,
types from dinucleotide to hexanucleotide motifs, distributed and �GD (Armstrong 1998). The semivariance is one-half
throughout the genome. These SSRs were divided in two the variance of the differences in the value of a statistic be-
groups, dinucleotide and “other” repeat SSRs, because the tween all pairs of points separated by a given distance. Pairs
mutation rate for dinucleotide SSRs is higher than that for of points close together will show a lower semivariance if they
other SSR types (Vigouroux et al. 2002a). Detailed informa- are correlated. The underlying assumption is that the differ-
tion on the SSRs used in this study including their genetic ence between diversity at any two points is a function of the
map position is available at www.genetics.org/supplemental distance between the points. The semivariance (�) was calcu-
(Table S2). The source of SSRs, whether from expressed se- lated using the formula
quence tags, known genes, or SSR-enriched genomic libraries,
is available at www.maizgdb.org (see also Sharopova et al. �(h) �

1
2N(h) �

|xi�x j |�h

[Z(xi) � Z(xj )]2 ,
2002). SSR genotyping was done on automated sequencers at
Cornell University (Ithaca, NY), Pioneer Hi-Bred Interna-

where xi and xj are the chromosomal map positions of twotional (Johnston, IA), and Celera AgGen (Davis, CA), follow-
SSRs, Z(xi) and Z(xj) are the values of their diversity statistics,ing procedures that have been published elsewhere (Matsu-
and N(h) is the number of pairs of SSRs separated by a distanceoka et al. 2002b).
h or less (Armstrong 1998). Three different values of h wereStatistics: Gene diversity or heterozygosity (H), the number
investigated: 1, 2, and 5 cM.of alleles (N), and Fst between maize and teosinte were calcu-

Because spatial statistics are based on measures of differ-lated using the software program Fstat (Goudet 2001). The
ences between pairs of SSRs, an unusually small or large valuesignificance of Fst was assessed by 10,000 resamplings of the
at a given locus may strongly influence the overall results.genotypic data. To measure the relative deficit of gene diversity
Hawkins (1980) provides a statistical test to detect outliers(GD) in maize vs. teosinte, we have defined a parameter
by comparing each value z(x) at a location x to neighboring�GD � 1 � (HM/HT), where HM and HT are genetic diversity
(closest) values on the same chromosome. Let n be the num-in maize and teosinte, respectively. If HM is higher than HT ,
ber of neighboring values excluding z(x) and let z(x) be theirthen we calculated this parameter as �GD � (HT/HM) � 1. The
arithmetic mean and s the standard deviation of the n values;relative deficit of the number of alleles is �allele � 1 � (NM/
thenNT), where NM and NT are the number of alleles in maize

and teosinte, respectively. If N M is higher than N T, then we
calculated this parameter as �allele � (N T/N M) � 1. These � n

n 	 1
z(x) � z(x)

sstatistics vary between �1 and 1, positive when diversity is
higher in teosinte and negative otherwise. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (W), Kruskal-Wallis test (KW), and Mann- follows a t -distribution with n � 1 d.f. There is no objective

criterion for the sample size n, so we chose the five pointsWhitney test (MW) were performed using SYSTAT (SPSS,
Chicago). that were the closest to the location x. Outliers were excluded

at the 95% significance level.QTL effects: Prior work has identified a large number of
quantitative trait loci (QTL) that differentiate maize and teo- To test if a particular value of the semivariance is signifi-

cantly different from a random effect, we used permutationsinte and can be considered to represent domestication QTL
(Doebley and Stec 1993). Positive selection on these QTL tests in which the diversity statistics for the SSRs were random-
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ized with respect to chromosomal position. One thousand p(1 � p)|k |�1
/2
permuted data sets were generated and the probability of

for k � 0 and a mutation rate of 
 (Pritchard et al. 1999).finding a value higher than the observed value for a distance
For the simulations, the parameter p was estimated to be 0.652class was then calculated using the distribution of the per-
using a value for the variance of the mutation size (� 2

m) of 3.2muted data.
determined from a mutation-accumulation study for maizeTest of selection: The Ewens-Watterson test of neutrality en-
SSRs (Vigouroux et al. 2002a; see also Pritchard et al. 1999).ables one to detect deviations from a neutral-equilibrium model

For the simulations, we must estimate the time of divergenceas either a deficit or an excess of genetic diversity relative to the
of maize and its progenitor, the effective population size ofnumber of alleles at a locus (Ewens 1972; Watterson 1978).
the wild progenitor, the effective population size of maizeThis test was performed using the program Arlequin (Schnei-
during the bottleneck and after its expansion, the durationder et al. 2000). The probability that an SSR fits the neutral
of the bottleneck, and the mutation rate for SSRs. The timeexpectation under this test was assessed using both the homo-
of divergence was set at 7500 years (Iltis 1983). The ssp.zygosity test (PH) and Slatkin’s (1994, 1996) exact test (PE).
parviglumis effective size was fixed to 40,000 (Vigouroux etThe degree of differentiation between populations at a locus
al. 2002a). The duration of the bottleneck and the effectiveas measured by Fst can be used to assess whether SSRs show
sizes of maize during and after the bottleneck are unknown,more differentiation than expected under a purely neutral
but these parameters are not independent from each other.(drift) model (Bowcock et al. 1991; Beaumont and Nichols
For estimating the relationship between these parameters,1996). We tested whether Fst between maize and teosinte at
we developed a mathematical model for maize domesticationSSRs is greater than expected by the domestication bottleneck
using the GSM (see appendix). Fixing the effective populationeffect (drift) alone. To do this, Fst was conditioned on the
size of the expanded population of maize to 1 million, wetotal number of alleles in maize and teosinte to control more
simulated bottlenecks of lengths 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2500effectively for the variable mutation rate among maize SSRs
years and determined their corresponding effective popula-(Vigouroux et al. 2002a). Three different mutation models
tion sizes to be 107, 220, 553, 1117, and 2875. We have usedwere investigated (see below). We set the 95% confidence
these values for the simulation.limits for this one-tailed test using coalescence simulations that

The mutation rate for maize SSRs is variable among lociincorporate genetic drift due to the domestication bottleneck
and the mutation rate for any individual SSR is unknown(see below). We refer to this as the Fst test.
(Vigouroux et al. 2002a). Therefore, we have chosen for eachBoth selection and drift during domestication are expected
simulation a value of this parameter by the following approach.to reduce gene diversity in maize relative to teosinte. To ask
First, a value for gene diversity (or number of alleles) waswhether SSRs have less variation in maize relative to teosinte
picked at random from between 0 and 1 (or between 1 andthan that expected from drift alone, we compared gene diver-
51 for number of alleles). Second, the mutation rate that givessity in maize vs. teosinte for our observed data with the 95%
this gene diversity (or number of alleles) at equilibrium inconfidence limits for these parameters established by simula-
ssp. parviglumis was calculated and used for simulations. Third,tions as a two-tailed test (see below). We refer to this as the
we constrained the mutation rate to be �5 � 10�7 in accor-GD test.
dance with empirical data (Vigouroux et al. 2002a).Simulations: The Fst and GD tests ask whether divergence

Fst (as described in Weir 1996, pp. 181–182), gene diversity,between maize and teosinte or gene diversity in maize relative
and the total number of alleles for both maize and ssp. parvig-to teosinte deviates from a neutral model that incorporates
lumis were calculated from the results of 500,000 simulationsthe domestication bottleneck. To establish 95% confidence

limits for these tests, we performed coalescence simulations for each mutation model. This information was then used to
(Hudson 1990; see also Vigouroux et al. 2002b). The model estimate the median values and the 95% confidence intervals.
for the simulations involves a crop (maize) that split at some As gene diversity is a continuous variable, the expected value
time in the past from its progenitor (teosinte). The maize of the parameter was calculated using a sliding window of
population undergoes a “bottleneck” during the domestica- �0.0125. To analyze how well the simulated results fit our
tion period and then expands rapidly to a large size while the actual data, we took two approaches. First, we constructed
progenitor population remains at equilibrium from the time decile curves with the simulated data and calculated the num-
of divergence until the present (Eyre-Walker et al. 1998; ber of actual SSRs lying between two decile curves for the Fst
Hilton and Gaut 1998). A sample size equivalent to our by the number of alleles’ distribution (Bowcock et al. 1991).
experimental samples of maize and ssp. parviglumis was used. If the model fits the data perfectly, the number of SSRs lying
Separate topologies for maize and ssp. parviglumis were simu- between two deciles curves should be one-tenth of the total
lated first and then the coalescence times for each node in number of SSRs studied. Second, we calculated the mean Fst
these topologies were added. The bottleneck in the maize on the basis of the simulation results for a given number of
topology was taken into account by rescaling the coalescent alleles. Then, we used these mean values to calculate an overall
times during the bottleneck by the ratio of the effective popula- expected mean Fst for a set of SSRs with the same numbers
tion size of maize during the bottleneck (Nb) divided by the of alleles as observed in the actual data. We then compared
size after expansion (Nm). The nodes of these two topologies this mean Fst for the simulated data with that for the actual
at the time of the split between maize and ssp. parviglumis data. The same two procedures were used to compare the fit
were then treated as a new sample for another simulation to between the actual and simulated data for gene diversity ex-
create a single topology combining maize and teosinte. cept that the mean expected gene diversity in maize was condi-

After a genealogy was simulated, the mutation events were tioned on observed gene diversity in ssp. parviglumis.
superimposed on it using: (1) the infinite allele model (IAM),
under which each mutation creates a new allele (Kimura and
Crow 1964); (2) the strict stepwise model (SMM), under

RESULTSwhich each mutation alters the existing allele by a change of
one repeat (Ohta and Kimura 1973); or (3) the generalized Diversity: Maize possesses less variation at SSRs than
stepwise model (GSM), under which the probability of muta- does teosinte, whether measured as the number of al-tion is modeled by a symmetric geometric distribution with a

leles or as gene diversity (Table 1). Over all SSRs, theparameter p such that the probability of a mutation of size k
during one generation is average number of alleles is significantly lower in maize
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TABLE 1

Diversity and relative diversity loss between teosinte and maize landraces

Relative loss
N Teosinte Maize landraces of diversity

No. of alleles �allele
Dinucleotide 163 18.1 (�0.59) 14.8 (�0.61) 0.19 (�0.017)
Other repeats 292 8.1 (�0.24) 5.5 (�0.18) 0.28 (�0.015)
Overalla 462 11.8 (�0.35) 9.0 (�0.33) 0.24 (�0.012)

Genetic diversity �GD
Dinucleotide 163 0.87 (�0.008) 0.79 (�0.012) 0.09 (�0.011)
Other repeats 292 0.66 (�0.012) 0.55 (�0.012) 0.15 (�0.017)
Overalla 462 0.74 (�0.009) 0.64 (�0.010) 0.12 (�0.012)

The average amounts of allele and gene diversity in teosinte and maize are reported for dinucleotide repeats,
for the other repeats, and all the SSRs together with the standard errors in parentheses. The relative losses
of diversity in the number of alleles (�allele) and in gene diversity (�GD) are also calculated (see text for
details).

a Overall includes dinucleotide repeats, other repeats, and seven SSRs with unknown repeat core sequences.

landraces (9.0) than in teosinte (11.8; W test, P � with an average value of 0.071 � 0.004. Overall, the
differentiation between maize and teosinte is highly sig-0.001). The relative deficit in allele number or �allele

is 0.24, meaning that maize has 24% fewer alleles than nificant (P  0.001). Out of the 462 SSRs, 368 exhibit
an Fst that is significantly �0 at a noncorrected P-valueteosinte. Gene diversity is also significantly lower in

maize (0.64) as compared to teosinte (0.74; W test, P � of 0.05. Mean Fst is higher (MW, P � 0.001) for other
repeat SSRs (0.087 � 0.005) as compared to dinucleo-0.001) with a �GD of 0.12 or a 12% deficit in maize

relative to teosinte. The deficit in the number of alleles tide SSRs (0.044 � 0.004). There is no difference be-
tween dinucleotide and other repeat SSRs in the propor-(24%) is significantly greater than the deficit in gene

diversity (12%; W test, P � 0.001). tion showing a significant Fst (G -test � 0.63, P � 0.43).
Fis is 0.38 � 0.010 for maize and 0.43 � 0.009 for teo-Our prior work on mutation rates for maize SSRs

indicated that SSRs with dinucleotide repeat motifs have sinte. Fis is similar for dinucleotide and other repeat
SSRs for both maize (MW, P � 0.62) and teosinte (MW,a much higher mutation rate than SSRs with trinucleo-

tide or larger motifs (here called “other repeat SSRs”; P � 0.13).
Organization of diversity: Variability of diversity amongVigouroux et al. 2002a). This difference in mutation

rates is reflected in the diversity statistics (Table 1). chromosomes: The QTL for plant and inflorescence archi-
tecture that differentiate maize and teosinte are mostlyDinucleotide SSRs have more alleles than other repeat

SSRs both in maize (MW test, P � 0.001) and in teo- found on chromosomes 1–5 (Figure 1; Doebley and
Stec 1993). Therefore, if selection on these QTL duringsinte (MW test, P � 0.001). They also have a higher

gene diversity in both maize (MW test, P � 0.001) and domestication caused a severe loss of diversity, one
might expect some chromosomal effect on diversity.teosinte (MW test, P � 0.001). Therefore, in addition

to analyses using all the markers, we performed separate When all the SSRs are considered, we found no chromo-
some effect for the parameters �GD (KW, P � 0.38)analyses for dinucleotide and other repeat SSRs.

For both dinucleotide and other repeat SSRs, the and Fst (KW, P � 0.22), but a significant effect for �allele
(KW, P � 0.006). If we considered dinucleotide SSRsaverage number of alleles is higher in teosinte than in

maize (W test, P � 0.001 and P � 0.001, respectively); (�allele, KW, P � 0.11; �GD, KW, P � 0.12; Fst, KW,
P � 0.83) and other repeat SSRs (�allele, KW, P � 0.08;however, the relative deficit in the number of alleles

(�allele) is greater for other repeat SSRs than for dinu- �GD, KW, P � 0.40; Fst, KW, P � 0.37) separately, there
are no significant associations. However, if we combinedcleotide SSRs (MW, P � 0.001) (Table 1). Maize shows

a relative deficit of 28% for the number of alleles at the two probabilities for �allele for dinucleotide and
other repeat SSRs using Fisher’s method for combiningother repeat SSRs, but a deficit of only 19% for dinucleo-

tide SSRs. Gene diversity exhibits the same trends with probabilities (Sokal and Rohlf 1995), we observe a
significant chromosome effect (P � 0.049). This resulta higher diversity in teosinte than in maize for both

dinucleotide (W test, P � 0.001) and other repeat SSRs suggests that the chromosome effect is driven by both
kinds of repeats. Chromosome 4 has the highest value(W test, P � 0.001), but with �GD being greater for

other repeat than for dinucleotide SSRs (MW test, P � for �allele followed by chromosomes 6, 10, 7, 8, 5, 9,
1, 3, and 2 in descending order.0.001).

Differentiation: Fst between maize and teosinte is low Correlation between diversity and domestication QTL: We
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Figure 1.—Plot of Fst and �GD along the ge-
netic map of maize. Fst and �GD are plotted as a
function of the distance in centimorgans along
the 10 chromosomes of maize. A representation
of domestication QTL effect is shown as a shaded
area (see text for details).

can also test if selection on domestication QTL has region on chromosome 1, neither �GD nor Fst is particu-
larly large. The same is true for the large-effect QTLaffected genetic diversity in windows surrounding the

individual QTL. If one visually examines the relation- regions on chromosomes 2, 3, 4, and 5. Indeed, SSRs
with exceptionally large values of Fst or �GD appearship between �GD or Fst and QTL effect, there is no

obvious correlation (Figure 1). At the large-effect QTL randomly dispersed along the chromosomes.
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TABLE 2 the analysis. Outlier SSRs may result from the variability
in mutation rate among SSRs or misplacement of SSRsCorrelation between diversity and the
on the genetic map.QTL domestication effects

To examine further whether the significant correla-
tions in Table 3 are strictly dependent on the exclusionQTL N �Allele �GD Fst

of outliers, we also calculated �(h) using the P-values
Dinucleotide from the Fst test and the GD test for SMM (see below).Linear 162 �0.001 0.072 0.194*

The use of P-values reduces the noise introduced byExponential (� � 1) 162 �0.057 �0.071 0.114
differences in mutation rates among SSRs. For this anal-Exponential (� � 5) 162 �0.063 �0.056 0.146
ysis, we calculated the odds ratio of the P-value as ln(p/

Other repeats (1 � p)). Using all the SSRs, we found significant (P �
Linear 284 �0.063 0.012 0.035 0.95) variogram P-values (with outliers, without outliers)
Exponential (� � 1) 284 �0.032 �0.059 0.048 from the GD test at 1 cM (P � 0.981, P � 0.969), 2 cM
Exponential (� � 5) 284 �0.043 �0.103 �0.029 (P � 0.997, P � 0.995), but not at 5 cM (P � 0.93, P �

0.804). For the P-values from the Fst distribution, weOverall
observed significant or near significant associations atLinear 451 �0.042 0.030 0.074
1 cM (P � 0.944, P � 0.904) and 2 cM (P � 0.954, P �Exponential (� � 1) 451 �0.066 �0.091 0.038

Exponential (� � 5) 451 �0.058 �0.097* 0.015 0.949), but not at 5 cM (P � 0.72, P � 0.66). Thus,
the exclusion of outliers appears not have biased theFor each individual locus, a QTL effect was calculated, using
observed significant spatial correlation for diversity sta-three different functions of decrease of the effect from the
tistics. Overall, these analyses indicate a significant spa-QTL: a linear decrease and two exponential decrease func-

tions (see text for details). *P � 0.05. tial correlation among SSRs within 2 cM of each other.
Tests of selection: Ewens-Watterson test: The Ewens-

Watterson test enables one to detect deviations from a
For a more definitive analysis of the relationship be- neutral-equilibrium model as either a deficit of gene

tween QTL and SSR diversity, we calculated the correla- diversity relative to the number of alleles at a locus
tion between QTL effect and the diversity statistics for (below the curve in Figure 2) or an excess of gene
the SSRs. If all SSRs are considered together, we observe diversity (above the curve in Figure 2; Ewens 1972;
1 significant correlation out of 12 between SSR diversity Watterson 1978). In maize, the number of SSRs show-
statistics and QTL effect (Table 2). If dinucleotide and ing excess in gene diversity compared to the number
other repeat SSRs are analyzed separately, there is also of alleles (P � 0.025) is 36, and the number showing a
only 1 significant result among 24 tests. We conclude deficit in gene diversity (P � 0.975) is 12 (supplementary
that there is no convincing evidence for a relationship Table S2 at http://www.genetics.org/supplemental/). In
between diversity statistics and QTL effect since single teosinte, the number of SSRs showing excess in gene
significant tests can readily result by chance alone when diversity compared to the number of alleles (P � 0.025)
doing 24 tests. is 34, and the number showing a deficit in gene diversity

Spatial analysis of diversity along the chromosome: In addi- (P � 0.975) is 5. Maize shows more SSRs with a deficit
tion to domestication QTL, other spatial factors, such in gene diversity as expected under selection or a bottle-
as distance from the centromere, could influence the neck.
distribution of diversity. To detect if neighboring SSRs Fst test: The Fst test asks if the degree of differentiation
exhibit a similar pattern of diversity, we calculated the at an SSR exceeds neutral expectations. Figure 3 pro-
semivariance of each of the diversity statistics: �allele, vides a graphical representation of the Fst test, showing
�GD, and Fst. If diversity is spatially correlated along the the medians and upper 95% confidence limits for the
chromosomes, then �(h) for the actual data should be SMM, GSM, and IAM established by simulation. The
lower than that for a data set obtained by permuting three mutation models give similar results for SSRs with
SSRs. Using all SSRs and values of 1, 2, and 5 cM for h, five or fewer alleles; however, for SSRs with more than
we observed significant (P � 0.95) values for �(h) for five alleles, the SMM and GSM have a lower median and
all of the diversity statistics (Table 3). The analysis using 95% confidence limit. To analyze the fit between the sim-
only other repeat SSRs gives a similar result. For dinucle- ulated model and the observed data set, we calculated
otide SSRs, only �allele and �GD show significance, the mean of the expected Fst for each individual locus
perhaps because of the smaller number of dinucleotide given the number of observed alleles. For dinucleotide
SSRs and corresponding reduced statistical power. Thus, SSRs, this average is 0.045 (SMM), 0.070 (GSM), and
there is evidence that diversity at neighboring SSRs is 0.16 (IAM) compared to the observed mean of 0.054.
correlated within recombination distances ranging from For the other repeats, this average is 0.107 (SMM), 0.138
1 to 5 cM. We note that significant spatial correlations are (GSM), and 0.163 (IAM) compared to the observed mean

of 0.097. We also calculated the number of SSRs lyingobserved only when outlier SSRs were removed from
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TABLE 3

Spatial structure of genetic diversity and differentiation

QTL N �allele P N �GD P N Fst P

Dinucleotide (cM)
h � 1 27 0.0194 0.98 22 0.0097 0.53 21 0.00103 0.56
h � 2 47 0.0354 0.79 39 0.0077 0.81 37 0.00082 0.82
h � 5 85 0.0411 0.65 85 0.0068 0.97 79 0.00107 0.71

Other repeats (cM)
h � 1 68 0.0399 0.93 63 0.0349 0.947 58 0.00236 0.99
h � 2 118 0.0412 0.98 107 0.0341 0.99 103 0.00325 0.90
h � 5 232 0.0435 0.99 228 0.0435 0.94 216 0.00332 0.98

Overall (cM)
h � 1 141 0.0448 0.946 129 0.0279 0.82 125 0.00224 0.96
h � 2 252 0.0462 0.98 224 0.0240 0.99 218 0.00243 0.97
h � 5 562 0.0509 0.947 509 0.0296 0.86 505 0.00261 0.98

The semivariance of the difference between points separated by a given distance for the three different
statistics (�allele, �GD, and Fst), the number of pairs of points separated by the given distance (N), and the
probability that the semivariance is different from a random effect using a resampling procedure (P) are
given. This analysis was performed with three different distances: 1, 2, and 5 cM.

between consecutive decile curves for each mutation 7.18, P � 0.62) is not rejected, but the GSM (�2 � 27.8,
P � 0.001) and IAM (�2 � 63.2, P � 0.001) are rejected.model for both dinucleotide and other repeat SSRs.

The IAM does not fit the dinucleotide SSR data because Thus, our actual data best fit the SMM although the fit
is not perfect.of an excess of SSRs with low Fst values (�2 � 275.4, P 

0.001); the GSM and the SMM models are also rejected, With 462 SSRs, the Bonferroni correction threshold
would be 0.99989 for the Fst test. To test that a locusbut less markedly (�2 � 29.3, P � 0.001 and �2 � 21.2,

P � 0.02). For the other repeat SSRs, the SMM (�2 � shows a departure at this P-value with good precision

Figure 2.—Graphical representation of the Ewens-Watterson test. The 97.5 and 2.5% percentile curves are represented by
the solid lines and the expected median value by the dashed line. Circles are dinucleotide and triangles are other repeat SSRs.
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Figure 4.—Plot of the gene diversity in maize as compared
to the gene diversity in ssp. parviglumis. The curves correspondFigure 3.—Plot of the Fst by the number of alleles. Curves
to the 2.5, 50, and 97.5% percentiles based on simulationscorrespond to the 50 and 95% percentiles based on simulated
for three mutation models: an infinite allele model (soliddata for three mutation models: an infinite allele model (solid
line), the generalized stepwise model (long-dashed line) andline), the generalized stepwise model (long-dashed line) and
a stepwise model (short-dashed line). The plot is presented fora stepwise model (short-dashed line). The plot is presented for
dinucleotide SSRs (circles) and other repeat SSRs (triangles).dinucleotide SSRs (circles) and other repeat SSRs (triangles).

would require an inordinate number of simulations. So model for both dinucleotide and other repeat SSRs. For
dinucleotide SSR data, the IAM (�2 � 88.7, P � 0.001)for practical reasons we report here SSRs that exhibit a

probability of �0.995 and not the Bonferroni-corrected is rejected but not the SMM (�2 � 12.8, P � 0.17) and
the GSM (�2 � 12.7, P � 0.18). For the other repeatthreshold. Eleven SSRs exhibit higher Fst values than

expected for the SMM model and zero for both the SSRs, the SMM (�2 � 10.1, P � 0.35) and GSM (�2 �
9.7, P � 0.37) are not rejected, but the IAM is rejectedGSM and IAM at the P � 0.995 level. At the P � 0.95

level, 46 SSRs are significant for the SMM, 12 for the (�2 � 41.8, P � 0.001). Thus, our data best fit the GSM
and SMM, although the fit is not perfect.GSM, and none for the IAM. So with the SMM 10% of

the SSRs exhibit a significant value as compared to the For the SMM, 25 SSRs exhibit a significant deficit in
diversity in maize relative to teosinte (P � 0.025). This5% expected under a completely neutral distribution.

Gene diversity test: The GD test asks if there has been represents �5.4% of the SSRs where only 2.5% (12
SSRs) would be expected by chance. Thus, if the modela greater than expected loss of gene diversity in maize

relative to ssp. parviglumis given the model for the do- and parameters used in the simulations are correct,
we are likely detecting some SSRs that have reducedmestication bottleneck used in the simulations. For all

models (IAM, GSM, and SSM), if gene diversity at an diversity because of positive selection during maize do-
mestication or improvement. Fifteen SSRs (3.2%) showSSR in ssp. parviglumis is �0.5, then gene diversity in

maize can be zero due to loss from the domestication a significant excess of diversity in maize (P � 0.975)
under the SMM where �12 SSRs would be expected bybottleneck alone (Figure 4). To analyze the fit between

the simulated model and the observed data, we calcu- chance. The expected (12) and observed (15) values
are fairly close so there is no compelling evidence forlated the mean of the expected gene diversity in maize

given the observed gene diversity in teosinte. For dinu- SSRs that are under balancing or diversifying selection
in maize.cleotide SSRs, this average is 0.785 (SMM), 0.768 (GSM),

and 0.705 (IAM) compared to the observed 0.787. For We summarized the SSRs where two different tests in
maize indicate a significant (P � 0.05) deviation fromthe other repeats, this average is 0.541 (SMM), 0.524

(GSM), and 0.495 (IAM) compared to the observed neutrality (Table 4). Twenty-nine SSRs in maize show
a significant result for multiple tests, 6% of the total0.546. We also calculated the number of SSRs lying

between consecutive decile curves for each mutation number of SSRs. Of these, 24 SSRs or 5% of the 462 show
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TABLE 4

Tests of selection

Sample

GD test: maize vs. Fst test: maize Ewens-Watterson:
ssp. parviglumis vs. ssp. parviglumis maize

Mutation
SSRs model: SMM GSM IAM SMM GSM IAM IAM: pH IAM: pE

bnlg1022 0.0025 0.025 0.995 0.95
bnlg1046 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.995 0.995
bnlg1094 0.995 0.95 0.975
bnlg1182* 0.95 0.9975 0.9975
bnlg1237 0.025 0.95
bnlg1484 0.0025 0.025 0.995 0.95 0.975 0.975
bnlg1523 0.0025 0.025 0.995 0.995 0.9975 0.9975
bnlg1746 0.9975 0.9975 0.9975 0.025 0.025
bnlg1937 0.0025 0.0025 0.995 0.995 0.975
bnlg426 0.025 0.995 0.95
mmc0381 0.975 0.025
nc004 0.025 0.95
phi050 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.95
phi96342 0.025 0.995 0.95
umc1075 0.025 0.95
umc1078 0.975 0.975 0.025
umc1115 0.025 0.95
umc1246 0.025 0.95
umc1299 0.025 0.95
umc1301 0.025 0.025 0.95
umc1366 0.975 0.975 0.0025 0.0025
umc1454 0.025 0.025 0.95
umc1470 0.025 0.95
umc1675 0.0025 0.025 0.95
umc1829 0.975 0.975 0.975 0.025
umc1950 0.025 0.95
umc1970 0.95 0.975
umc1980 0.0025 0.025 0.95
umc2031 0.025 0.025 0.995 0.95

The names of the markers and P-values for the selection test are presented for SSRs that have at least two
significant probabilities for the tests shown. The Fst and the GD tests are based on simulations with the three
models of mutation: the infinite allele model (IAM), the generalized stepwise model (GSM), and the stepwise
mutation model (SMM). The probability for the Ewens-Watterson test was calculated as the probability obtained
by the expected homozygosity (pH) test and the probability given by an exact test (pE).

reduced diversity as expected under positive selection. repeat motif, we observe that maize has 91% of gene
There are similar numbers of dinucleotide and other diversity of teosinte at dinucleotide SSRs and 85% of
repeat SSRs with significant tests (Table 4), and these that at other repeat SSRs. For number of alleles, these
numbers are not significantly different (G � 3.27, P � values are 81% at dinucleotide SSRs and 72% of that
0.07) from a random expectation based on the number at other repeat SSRs. This deficit of diversity is less than
in each class of markers in our sample. what has been found at the DNA level for adh1, 75%

(Eyre-Walker et al. 1998), or glb1, 60% (Hilton and
Gaut 1998), as expected since the higher mutation rate

DISCUSSION for SSRs relative to that for nucleotide substitutions
allows SSRs to recover more rapidly from the bottleneckGenetic diversity and differentiation: Genetic diver-
effect (Vigouroux et al. 2002a).sity in maize as in other crops has been reduced during

We observed a relatively low, although significant,domestication as previously shown (Doebley et al. 1984;
level of differentiation between maize and teosinte (Fst �Hilton and Gaut 1998) and further illustrated in this
0.07). Since differentiation is driven mostly by drift andstudy. For SSRs, maize has 88% of the gene diversity
both maize and teosinte have large population sizes,found in teosinte and 76% of the number of alleles. If

we divide the SSR data according to the length of the the low level of differentiation is not unexpected. Dinu-
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cleotide SSRs show a significantly smaller Fst value than and Kimura 1975; Wiehe and Stephan 1993; Kim and
other repeat SSRs; however, these two types of SSRs Stephan 2000), no clear models can be applied to maize
exhibit a similar proportion of Fst values that are signifi- domestication. For these reasons, we have taken an ad
cantly greater than zero. The smaller Fst for dinucleo- hoc approach involving several assumptions: (1) the ef-
tide SSRs occurs because of their higher mutation rate fect of each domestication QTL on SSR diversity is a
(Vigouroux et al. 2002a) and the statistical properties decreasing function of the recombination distance to
of Fst . Fst is the function of two probabilities, the probabil- the SSR; (2) the QTL were positively selected; (3) each
ity of identity of two alleles within a population and the QTL contributed to the loss of diversity in proportion
probability of identity of two alleles between popula- to the amount of variance it explains (i.e., that selection
tions. As the mutation rate increases, the probability of was stronger for the QTL explaining a higher percent-
identity within a population decreases and so does the age of the phenotypic variance); and (4) QTL contrib-
Fst value (Weir 1996). This smaller Fst value does not uted additively to the diversity loss.
mean that the populations are not differentiated, but Using this approach, we did not observe a significant
just illustrates the effect of the mutation rate on Fst. The correlation between QTL effect and loss in the number
same phenomenon has been observed elsewhere with of alleles (�allele), gene diversity (�GD), or Fst (Figure
empirical and simulated data (Balloux et al. 2000). 1). This result can be explained several ways. First, the

F is is moderately high in both maize (0.38) and teo- method we used may not be sensitive enough given the
sinte (0.43), but this is likely a function of our sampling uncertainty of marker positions on the map. Second,
strategy. We attempted to maximize the breadth of ge- we considered here only QTL for morphological traits
netic diversity in our maize and teosinte samples by and not all the potential traits that differentiate teosinte
selecting accessions from maximally divergent geo- from maize (e.g., seed quality). Third, forces other than
graphical locations. This sampling strategy will increase directional selection (drift, mutation, diversifying selec-
the probability of observing SSRs that have become fixed tion) may have created sufficient noise to obscure much
for alternate alleles in different populations. When mul- of the signal from directional selection. Fourth, none
tiple plants from single populations are sampled in of the SSRs may be sufficiently close to the QTL to have
maize, F is values are much smaller (Labate et al. 2003). been affected by selection on the QTL. Finally, SSRs

Spatial patterning of diversity: A study of the inheri- used in this study were developed in maize after screen-
tance of domestication traits in maize reported a con- ing to eliminate invariant SSRs, giving an ascertainment
centration of QTL on chromosomes 1–5 (Doebley and bias since invariant SSRs, which are the most likely candi-
Stec 1993). This suggests that these chromosomes dates for selected SSRs, were excluded from our sample
might have experienced a stronger selective force than

(see Vigouroux et al. 2002b).
chromosomes 6–10 and that there may be heterogeneity

Diversity correlation between linked SSRs: Selective sweepsamong chromosomes in genetic diversity. Nevertheless,
or background selection can reduce diversity through-no chromosomal effect was detected for either the rela-
out a chromosomal region (Maynard Smith and Haightive deficit in gene diversity or Fst , suggesting a somewhat
1974; Charlesworth et al. 1993). Therefore, we testedhomogenous genome-wide loss of diversity during do-
whether linked SSRs are more similar in diversity andmestication (Figure 1, Table 2). The relative deficit of
we observed multiple significant tests for pairs of SSRsalleles shows some evidence of heterogeneity among
within distances of 2 cM from one another (Table 3).chromosomes. Why this effect is observed only for the

What mechanisms could produced this correlation?number of alleles (�alleles) is unclear. If this effect is
One interpretation is that we are detecting regionaldue to selection during domestication, it is unlikely that
variation in the strength of selection during domestica-this selection was targeted at the genes (QTL) control-
tion. Where selection was strongest, maize is less diverseling the differences in plant and inflorescence architec-
(or more differentiated from teosinte) relative to re-ture studied by Doebley and Stec (1993) since the
gions that experienced weaker selection. This interpre-chromosomes that show the most modest losses of alleles
tation, if correct, would appear to contradict prior evi-(5, 9, 1, 3, and 2) include four of the five chromosomes
dence that the effects of selection on diversity in maizeidentified as possessing the largest numbers of QTL.
are very narrow (Wang et al. 1999) and that that linkageDiversity and correlation with domestication QTL: We
disequilibrium between loci decreases rapidly (Reming-asked whether there is a correlation between the loca-
ton et al. 2001; Tenaillon et al. 2001). Another inter-tion of domestication QTL and genomic regions of
pretation may be that there is some bias in the data (orlower genetic diversity as expected if selection during
in the parameters) that creates a correlation amongdomestication had caused regional losses in diversity.
neighboring SSRs. For example, if there are regionsAddressing this question is not straightforward since
of high vs. low recombination and if recombination ismultiple QTL can be linked in a single region and maize
correlated with SSR mutation rate (see Tenaillon et al.has a complex history. Thus, although the interaction
2001), then a statistic like Fst that is influenced by theof linkage, selection, and gene diversity has been exten-

sively studied (Maynard Smith and Haigh 1974; Ohta mutation rate could show a spatial correlation in the
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absence of any effect from selection during domestica- sites closely linked to them) may have been under selec-
tion during maize domestication. These loci merit fur-tion.

Tests of neutrality: Simulating SSR evolution in maize: ther investigation by DNA sequence analysis to better
assess whether they have indeed experienced past selec-To test whether an SSR exhibits a nonneutral pattern of

variation, one needs to know the neutral distribution tion.
Ewens-Watterson test: We have also investigated the in-against which the observed data can be compared. To

compute such a distribution, we have used coalescent fluence of selection on diversity by analyzing individual
SSRs for evidence of nonneutral evolution using thesimulations that incorporate the domestication bottle-

neck. These simulations were performed using three dif- Ewens-Watterson test. A large number of SSRs (34 in
teosinte and 36 in maize) exhibit excess gene diversityferent models for microsatellite evolution: IAM, SMM,

and GSM. The simulations are also based on estimates relative to the number of alleles (Figure 2, Table S4).
This result may indicate balancing (diversifying) selec-of the current effective population size of maize, the

duration of the bottleneck, and the population size of tion or population subdivision (Kreitman 2000). For
teosinte, population subdivision is a likely explanationmaize during the bottleneck (Eyre-Walker et al. 1998;

Vigouroux et al. 2002a). Error in these estimates could because our sample includes three different clusters, ssp.
parviglumis, ssp. mexicana, and ssp. huehuetenangensis,bias the results. Nevertheless, this approach has the ad-

vantage of clearly specifying the model used and takes which are highly structured (Matsuoka et al. 2002b).
Similarly, our maize sample was chosen to maximize theinto account some aspects of maize history, although it

does not include more complex features like population geographic regions represented and does not represent
a single Hardy-Weinberg population, an assumption ofstructure.

We examined the fit between our actual data and the the Ewens-Watterson test.
In maize 12 SSRs (2.6%) exhibit a deficit in genesimulated data and found that the mean gene diversity

and Fst values from the simulated data were closest to diversity relative to the number of alleles as expected
under positive selection or a bottleneck (Figure 2, Tablethe actual data when the simulations were based on the

SMM as opposed to the IAM and GSM. Similarly, the S4). This is about the number of significant tests ex-
pected by chance alone given the significance thresholddistributions of the gene diversity and Fst values for our

actual data were closest to the simulated distributions of P � 0.975 for the two-tailed Ewens-Watterson test.
Thus, this test did not enable us to identify any likelywhen the simulations were based on the SMM. Overall,

the SMM fit the actual data in three of the four tests targets of selection during maize domestication. In a
previous article, we identified 7 of 39 maize SSRs withperformed. Nevertheless, the fit is not exact and the

results of the simulations differ from expectations based a deficit in gene diversity relative to the number of
alleles using the Ewens-Watterson test (Vigouroux eton our prior empirical work. Notably, our prior work

on SSR mutation rates (Vigouroux et al. 2002a) indi- al. 2002b). However, in this prior work, we biased our
choice of SSRs to enrich the sample for ones that werecates that dinucleotide SSRs should best fit the GSM,

while a study of sequence diversity at other repeat SSRs likely targets of selection. The failure to identify nonneu-
tral SSRs with the Ewens-Watterson test in the present(Matsuoka et al. 2002a) suggests that the IAM might

provide the best model for this class of SSR. Other analysis could also be influenced by ascertainment bias.
Since we studied only SSRs that were polymorphic infactors not incorporated into the simulations such as

population structure or directional evolution (Vigour- maize and could thus be placed on the maize genetic
map, we systematically excluded low-diversity (invari-oux et al. 2003) could be responsible for the imperfect

fit between the actual and simulated data. Therefore, ant) SSRs that are the most likely targets of selection.
Perspective: Our results enable us to make some ten-caution is advised in interpreting the simulation results

and the tests of neutrality based upon them. tative interpretations concerning the forces that have
sculpted SSR diversity across the maize genome. First,Fst and GD tests: We performed two tests of nonneutral

evolution for which the expected distribution of the test we infer that mutation has allowed dinucleotide SSRs
with their high mutation rates (10�3–10�4) to partiallystatistic was determined using coalescent simulations.

For the Fst test, 46 SSRs or 10% of the 462 SSRs exhibited recover from the loss of diversity during maize domes-
tication. We make this inference since �GD for thesea higher Fst value between maize and teosinte than ex-

pected under the SMM at the P � 0.05 significance level SSRs is only 9% as compared to 15% for other repeat
SSRs, which have a lower mutation rate (�10�5)or twice the expected number (23) under purely neutral

evolution (Table S4 at http://www.genetics.org/supple (Vigouroux et al. 2002a). Similarly, we infer that other
repeat SSRs have also made a partial, although weaker,mental/). For the GD test, 25 SSRs or 5.4% of the 462

SSRs exhibit a deficit in diversity relative to teosinte recovery since �GD for these loci is still smaller than
the �GD of 33% for nucleotide substitutions that haveunder the SMM at the P � 0.025 significance level or

twice the expected number (12) under purely neutral even a lower mutation rate (�10�9; White and Doebley
1999). Nevertheless, since SSR gene diversity remainsevolution (Table S4). This excess of loci with significant

Fst or �GD values suggests that some of these SSRs (or lower in maize than in teosinte at both dinucleotide
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and other repeat SSRs, we conclude that new mutation the maize genome that was under positive selection
during maize domestication.over the �5000 years since the end of the bottleneck

has not produced a complete recovery. Thus, SSR diver- We thank Montgomery Slatkin and Jody Hey for advice on the
sity can provide some insights into the relative roles of mathematical and simulation models. We thank Marit Haug for techni-

cal assistance and Major Goodman and Jesus Sanchez for help indrift and selection as well.
obtaining seeds. This work is supported by National Science Founda-Given that SSRs show reduced diversity in maize rela-
tion grant DBI-0096033.

tive to teosinte, we can ask what were the relative roles
of drift and selection in producing this reduction. Our
data do not allow an unequivocal answer to this ques-
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APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THE MAIZE DOMESTICATION BOTTLENECK

For an SSR that follows a generalized stepwise model, the recursion equation for the variance in allele size as a
function of drift and mutation has been derived by Slatkin (1995) as

�2
a(t 	 1) � �1 �

1
2N��2

a(t) 	 
�2
m , (A1)

where N is the effective population size, 
�2
m is the effective mutation rate, and �2

a(t) is the variance in allele size
at generation t. Assuming discrete nonoverlapping generations, genetic drift will reduce the variance in allele size
by a factor of (1 � 1/2N) and mutation will increase the variance by 
�2

m . Equation A1 can be rewritten as

�2
a(t 	 1) � 2N
�2

m � �1 �
1

2N�(�2
a(t) � 2N
�2

m). (A2)

We can extend Equation A2 to model the loss of variation during the bottleneck period (Tb), if we assume no gene
flow between ssp. mays and ssp. parviglumis and an effective population size during the bottleneck of Nb. If �2

0 is the
variance in allele size in the ancestral population at the beginning of the bottleneck, then the variance in allele size
at the end of the bottleneck is

�2
b � �1 �

1
2N b

�
Tb

�2
0 	 2N b 
�2

m�1 � �1 �
1

2N b
�

Tb

� . (A3)

Similarly, by extension of Equation A2, we find that the variance in allele size for the maize population (� 2
maize) T

generations after the bottleneck is

�2
maize � �1 �

1
2Nb

�
Tb

�1 �
1

2N �
T

�2
0 	 2Nb 
�2

m�1 � �1 �
1

2Nb
�

Tb

��1 �
1

2N �
T

	 2N
� 2
m�1 � �1 �

1
2N �

T

� , (A4)

assuming an effective size of N during this period. For large N and Nb , this formula can be approximated by

�2
maize � e�Tb/2N b�T/2N � 2

0 	 2Nb 
�2
m(1 � e�Tb/2Nb)e�T/2N 	 2N
�2

m(1 � e�T/2N). (A5)

Assuming that the ancestral population was at equilibrium and had the same effective size as ssp. parviglumis today,
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we can use �2
parvi as an estimate for �2

0. Knowing �2
m , Nmaize , T, and Tb, we can estimate the effective population size

of maize during the bottleneck (Nb).
The effective mutation rate for 33 dinucleotide SSRs in maize (
�2

m) was estimated using mutation-accumulation
studies to be 8.8 � 10�4 (Vigouroux et al. 2002a). The mean variance for ssp. parviglumis (�2

parvi) and maize
(� 2

maize) over 33 dinucleotide SSRs was estimated using the data from Matsuoka et al. (2002b) as 23.5 and 26.8,
respectively. The effective population size of the expanded maize population after the bottleneck in a range from
105 to 109 has only a small effect on the estimated size during the bottleneck (Eyre-Walker et al. 1998 and data
not shown), so we have considered only a large effective population size of 1 million for maize after the expansion.

With these values for the parameters, we can estimate Nb for different values of Tb using Equation A5. Archaeological
information indicates that the domestication bottleneck was probably within the range of a few hundred to 2000
years (Smith 2001). Therefore, we calculated the effective size for bottlenecks of 100, 200, 500, 1000, and 2500
years in duration and obtained values for Nb of 107, 220, 553, 1117, and 2875, respectively. These values are in good
agreement with previous independent estimates using DNA sequence polymorphism (Hilton and Gaut 1998).


